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For many years, Babolat tennis racquets have been the last choice of the tennis players when it
came to choosing tennis racquets. Producing the world class tennis racquets since the year 1875,
the company is now involved in the manufacturing of various equipments and accessories.

Babolat tennis racquets have been used by the top notch tennis players, some of the advanced club
players and also by the budding tennis players for years. Many touring pros who endorsed other
racquet brands in the past always used Babolat strings on their frames and even now, they continue
to use it. It is evident that how even the top-class players relied on Babolat.

The greatest of players from the world of tennis, Rafael Nadal, has trusted the Babolat tennis
racquets and also the strings throughout his extremely successful career.  The Spaniard is known to
have grabbed nine Grand slams, which includes five French open titles. The AeroPro Drive series
produced by the company is first and last choice for many of the highly skilled players. Those in
need of maximum head speed as well as spin would feel proud on their decision of having chosen
this series.

The players with the ability of generating the strokes using their energy should go for the Pure
Storm series. Having a traditionally manufactured frame, these Wilson tennis rackets are of optimal
weight and also a balanced distribution.

Pure Drive Team is another range of these racquets. This range is the lightest in the market and is
considered ultimate for the serve and volley players. You might find the frame a bit stiff on the either
side but the Cortex technology makes it comfortable enough for a tennis player. This frame is
controlled but magically generates power and hard hits the shot, surprising the opponent any
moment of the game.

The mid-level tennis players who take their game seriously should go for the Babolat Drive Z 110.
Having a smart grip and Cortex system, these racquets come with comfort at its best. The smart
grip being offered in these racquets is adjustable and gives the player the ergonomic feel.

Wilson tennis rackets are also being loved by the tennis players. Made out of pure graphite, these
rackets offer a perfecrt balance between the control and the power.Babolat tennis racquets are
known to have achieved the position of the most technically advanced frames.
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Jacob Mark - About Author:
The author is an expert in the field of tennis rackets. He is equipped with knowledge about  a
Babolat tennis racquets   and   a Wilson tennis rackets . For more information, you can visit: - 
http://www.bestwilsonrackets.com
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